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History
A Proud

TAKING A DESIGN, BREATHING
LIFE INTO IT, AND TURNING IT
INTO REALITY IS WHAT THE
NATIONAL NUCLEAR SECURITY
ADMINISTRATION’S KANSAS CITY
PLANT IS ALL ABOUT.
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A multi-disciplinary engineering and manufacturing organization, the
Kansas City Plant is one of the nation’s most diverse low-volume, highreliability production facilities serving the Nuclear Security Enterprise,
Homeland Security, and the Department of Defense.
2009 marks 60 years of dedication to this national defense mission for
the Kansas City Plant. While much has changed in the world in the past
six decades, our mission to make the United States homeland and nuclear
stockpile safer, more reliable and more secure is still the same.
We’re proud of our heritage and invite you to take a look back through our
history and glimpse into our future through the pages of this 60th
Anniversary commemorative book.

April 1954 marked the completion of five
years of actual operation for the Bendix
Aviation Corporation’s Kansas City Division.
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THE MANHATTAN
PROJECT
The quest for a nuclear weapon, driven by the fear that
Hitler's Germany might invent them first, gave birth to the
top-secret engineering and industrial venture known as
codename "Manhattan Project" during World War II.
Born out of a small research program in 1939, the
Manhattan Project eventually employed more than 130,000
people across thirty sites in the U.S., Canada, and the United
Kingdom. This enormous breakneck effort involving vast
resources and the best scientific minds in the world resulted
in the development of a working atomic bomb in a little less
than three years.

Fat Man

With the detonation of the atomic bombs, “Fat Man” and
“Little Boy” over Japan in 1945, World War II quickly came to
an end in the Pacific theater.

Little Boy
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THE COLD WAR AND THE NUCLEAR
WEAPONS COMPLEX
People around the globe celebrated the end of World War II. But the end of the war
did not bring with it an easing of tension among global powers. Shortly after the end
of the war, relations between the United States and the Soviet Union began to sour.
On August 1, 1946, President
Harry S Truman signed the
Atomic Energy Act of 1946
establishing the U.S. Atomic
Energy Commission. Behind
the President, from left, are
Senators Tom Connally,
Eugene D. Millikin, Edwin C.
Johnson, Thomas C. Hart,
Brien McMahon, Warren R.
Austin, and Richard B. Russell.

President Truman established the Atomic Energy Commission to control the
peacetime development of atomic science and technology. Following the Soviet
Union’s blockade of West Berlin in 1948 and its detonation of an atomic device in
1949, President Truman instructed the Atomic Energy Commission to expedite
development of a thermonuclear weapon.
The Cold War had begun, and in the U. S., the race for nuclear arms resulted in the
development of a vast research, production, and testing network. Since 1949, the
Kansas City Plant has been an essential part of that Nuclear Security Enterprise.

Citizens and workers of Oak Ridge,
Tennessee, celebrate the end of World War II.

This famous photo was taken by
photographer Alfred Eisenstaedt in Times
Square on Aug. 14, 1945, after it was
announced that Japan had surrendered.
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SAFE, SECURE, AND RELIABLE
With each passing decade, the parts built at KCP became increasingly complex and
critical to the safety, security and reliability of the stockpile. The first weapon
components look low-tech compared to today’s technological advances. The original
parts relied heavily on aircraft technology vacuum tubes, large transformers, and bulky
cables.
Today, the “factory” is now one of the nation’s most diverse low-volume, high-reliability
production facilities. With product capabilities ranging from semi-conductors to semitrailers, the KCP serves as the premier secure applied engineering and manufacturing
center, producing more than 80 percent of NNSA’s nonnuclear components.
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COMMITMENTS
MADE,
COMMITMENTS
KEPT
The plant has never been a facility with
normal or routine challenges. Out of
necessity, KCP has become an innovator in
continuous improvement, and with every
challenge has adapted to consistently
provide 99.9 percent on-time delivery
performance with the highest levels of
quality. Over 60,000 person-years of
employee expertise in over 80 process
technologies and over 30 product families
provide the basis to support nearly any
future stockpile scenario.
Our mission now includes providing other
government agencies with national security
products to help fight the War on Terror. That
pioneer spirit continues as we look forward
to breaking ground on a new modern facility
that will allow us to serve the national
security mission for many years to come.
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Kansas
City
			Presidents
1949 - 1957

WILLARD B. PAINE

1990 - 1995
LOU W. SMITH
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1957 - 1959

I.F. RICHARDSON

KAREN K.
CLEGG

1995 - 2001

1959 - 1966

ELDRED E. EVANS

1966 - 1980

ROBERT J. QUIRK

2001 - 2004 2004 - 2006
DAVE
DOUGLASS

CAROL BIBB

1980 - 1985

2006 - 2009
VINCE TRIM

V.L. RITTER

TONY
BRANCATO

2009 - 2010

1985 - 1990

JACK A. KNUTH

2011 - 2016

CHRIS GENTILE

Kansas
City
Site
Office
		 Managers
JAMES STOWERS

1949 - 1955

WESLEY JOHNSON

1955 - 1957

WALTER C. YOUNGS

1957 - 1965

HENRY NOWAK

1965 - 1970

BILLY COLSTON

1970 - 1972

ROBERT BULCOCK

1980 - 1982

1982 - 1994

1995 - 1998

ELIZABETH SELLERS

1999 - 2004

STEVE TAYLOR

2004 - 2009

2009 - Present

JAMES HICKS

EARL BEAN

DAVE GURULE

1972 - 1980

MARK HOLECEK
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TWENTY YEARS BEFORE THE PRATT &
WHITNEY PLANT WAS BUILT IN 1942,
THE LAND THE FACILITY SITS ON WAS
THE KANSAS CITY SPEEDWAY.

194 0 s
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1940		

1941		

1942		

1943		

1944		

1945

Radar used for
the first time, by
British during
Battle of Britain.

US declares war
on Japan after
Japanese
surprise attack
on Pearl Harbor.

Enrico Fermi
produces first
controlled
nuclear reaction
at the University
of Chicago.

First jet fighter
tested.

D-Day
landings.

WW II ends.

1946		

First
Indochina
War.

1947		

First US
ballistic
missile fired.

1948		

1949

State of
Israel
officially
created.

Communists
under Mao
assume power
in China.

The Bendix Plant, August 10, 1949.
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THE SPEEDWAY OPENED IN 1922 AND CLOSED TWO YEARS LATER
BECAUSE OF THE DANGEROUS CONDITION OF THE WOODEN BOARD
TRACK. THE TRACK’S LOCATION IN THE BLUE RIVER VALLEY WAS
BLAMED FOR THE DETERIORATION OF THE UNTREATED LUMBER.

12

Kansas City Speedway, July 4, 1923.
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In 1942, Harry S. Truman, U. S. Senator from
Missouri, was influential in persuading the Navy to
build a facility in Kansas City to support national
defense. Truman gave the keynote address at the
July 4, 1942, groundbreaking ceremony for the
Pratt & Whitney Plant, which would build Double
Wasp engines during World War II.
Nearly seven years later, in 1949, Truman was
President when Bendix signed a prime contract to
operate the Kansas City Plant for the Atomic Energy
Commission.

14

The groundbreaking ceremony for the sprawling
Pratt & Whitney Plant was held on July 4, 1942.
Among the dignitaries present was Missouri
Senator Harry S. Truman, seated on the platform,
third right from the speaker. A Pratt & Whitney
engine is displayed in front of the podium.
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KANSAS CITY PLANT’S
HISTORY IS ROOTED IN
COUNTRY’S WORLD
WAR II EFFORT.
Construction on the mammoth Pratt & Whitney plant
began in 1942. Hailed as a critical project in the
country’s rush to defend world freedom in the European
and Pacific war theatres, the construction effort would
forever change the nearly 500-acre site of the former
Kansas City Speedway.
Situated just outside of what were then the city limits of
Kansas City, the plant site was nestled in what one
writer described as a “saucer-like valley . . . surrounded
by a rocky circle of knolls.” Construction on the plant –
later to be known as the Bannister Federal Complex –
would continue for 18 months. Thousands of men and
women were at work in the aircraft engine plant within
four months of the groundbreaking, and only 10 months
passed between groundbreaking and production of the
first Pratt-Whitney Double Wasp engines that powered
the Navy’s Corsair fighters.

16

THE PLANT WAS
CONSTRUCTED
QUICKLY TO
SUPPORT THE WAR.
On April 22, 1942, the aircraft section of the
War Production Board decided that a tract of
land known as the old Speedway south of
Kansas City would be an ideal location for a
new Pratt & Whitney Aircraft manufacturing
facility. On July 4, the ground was broken,
and on August 15, the Long Turner
Construction Company had sunk the first
footing.
Six months later, in February 1943, the plant
was still under construction, with one million
square feet of floor space under roof.
Production couldn’t wait for the factory to be
completed. As soon as shipments of
machine tools arrived at the site in early
1943, they were installed in completed
sections of the facility, while construction
workers moved on to complete another
section.
- From The Wasp Nest,
Pratt & Whitney, February 1943
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The Pratt & Whitney facility was designed by Albert Kahn,
the foremost industrial architect of his time. Early in his
career, Kahn made significant contributions to the design
of automotive manufacturing facilities. Late in his life, he
turned his expertise to the design of facilities like the Pratt
& Whitney Plant, which supported the defense industry.
A combination of factors complicated the design and
construction of this massive facility from the start.
Construction of industrial buildings using the principles of
assembly-line production was a revolutionary notion in
1942, and steel was in short supply because of the war.
All sorts of metals were needed elsewhere to build ships,
airplanes, and tanks for the nation’s defense.
The building was built with a reinforced concrete arched
roof. The stresses of the heavy roof were carried by
reinforced concrete beams and columns, which rested on
plain concrete footings and used a minimum amount of
steel. The innovative roof design was coupled with a
system of pouring concrete in movable forms, which
saved time. The system proved to be simple and accurate
for the placement of nearly 50 acres of roof.
Every seven days during construction, concrete forms
were rolled forward on wheels fitted to rails that ran their
full length – 1,000 feet. During that week, the 1,000 feet
of reinforced concrete roof construction and the roofsupporting columns were concreted and hardened. With
the exception of lighting installations and other inside
fixtures, that part of the 2,933,000-square-foot building
was then ready for the installation of the machine tools
required for mass production of airplane engines.

19

THE PRATT AND WHITNEY PLANT PRODUCED
ENGINES TO POWER FIGHTER PLANES FOR
THE NAVY FROM 1942 UNTIL THE END OF
WORLD WAR II.

The final assembly conveyor line at the Pratt & Whitney plant,
where the engines for Navy fighter planes came together.
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The Bevel Gears department, part of the
machine shop at the Pratt & Whitney plant.

A Chance Vought Corsair, powered by a
Pratt & Whitney R-2800 Radial engine was
hauled down Bannister Road in 1944.
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A long line of Double Wasp
engines rolls off the assembly
line before being packed and
crated for shipment to the
battlefronts of the world. Each
engine is being carefully
checked to assure the Double
Wasp standard of performance.
– The Wasp Nest, Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft, October 1944.
22

A STORAGE WAREHOUSE
After the war ended, the Pratt & Whitney plant closed. Westinghouse
began leasing the facility and the Fairfax Storage Company used
part of the building as a warehouse for tires, raw rubber, sugar, and
lumber. Two years later, in 1949, the Atomic Energy Commission
asked the Bendix Corporation to take over part of the facility to begin
building components for nuclear weapons.

POST LOCATIONS MARK
THE WAY
Since its construction in the 1940s, employees have navigated the
massive Kansas City Plant with the help of locations marked on
posts. According to Facilities Director Jim Jeffries, the columns are
part of the overall building structure and tie the foundations below
grade with beams and webs to support the roof and floor loading.
“The original building design included the column identification for
construction details and waypoint finding, and the system has
remained,” said Jeffries. “A similar waypoint finding system will be
included at the new Botts Road facility.” Columns in the factory and
on the mezzanine are on 40 foot centers; columns in the office area
and below the mezzanine are on 20 foot centers due to the weight
of additional floors. The posts are marked alphabetically from south
to north (after Z, letters resume as doubles, such as AA); and
numerically from west to east.

23

Kansas City Site Office Manager
Wesley Johnson and Bendix Kansas
City Division President Willard Paine.

The first part produced at the Kansas City Plant.

QUIET START AT THE KANSAS CITY PLANT
The Kansas City Plant (KCP) became a reality in February 1949 when the Bendix Corporation quietly announced it had been selected by the Atomic Energy
Commission to perform “certain operations, the exact details of which are classified.” The employees guarded the nature of the mission so well that, for many
years, the community assumed the plant made washing machines.
The first employees were hired in March and were faced with the task of getting the plant ready for its new role. First on the checklist was the removal of tons
of sugar and tires being stored at the facility by a former tenant. By April 19, three machines had been wired and were ready for operation.
Three short days later, on April 21, the KCP’s first part – an ordinary machined bushing – was produced. That simple part was the forerunner to the highly
sophisticated and complicated components built in the years that followed.
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Guard in factory, August 11, 1949.
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Bendix switchboard, September 9, 1949.
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Basement, July 13, 1949.
27

First floor, August 10, 1949.
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THE FACTORY
FLOOR ON
JULY 13, 1949.
This photo, as well as many other
pictures in the manufacturing
areas, shows the original wood
block floors which still exist in
some places in the facility.
When the plant was originally built,
an estimated 17 million wood
blocks covered the first floor. The
two-inch-thick wooden blocks were
laid over concrete. At a time when
other building materials were in
short supply, wooden block floors
were cheap, available, and durable.
They also provided a comfortable
working surface and the ability to
easily route utilities across floor
space to equipment. The wood
block floors were enduring and
relatively easily maintained, and
were very innovative when it came
to comfort.
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1950		

First IAM union
contract.
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1951		

1952		

1953		

1954

Color TV
introduced.

Telephone area
codes.

1 gallon of milk
costs 25¢.

U.S.S.R.
launches
Sputnik.

s
1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

Communication
via fiber optics.

Cuban
Revolution
begins.

Sputnik sends
signals from
space.

Stereo
recording
introduced.

Microchip
invented.

Bendix employees look on as the color guard raises
the flag of recognition on June 9, 1952. The flag was
awarded to the Kansas City Division by the Department
of Defense for outstanding cooperation in the 1951-52
national defense blood program. The flag signifies that
more than one thousand employees of an organization
have given or pledged a pint of blood.
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ARMS RACE BEGINS
Communist power and influence became world-threatening by 1950. The Russians
exploded their first atomic weapon in August 1949. In China, a bitter civil war was brought
to an end with the Chinese Communists under Mao Tse-tung driving the Nationalist forces
off the mainland to set up a U.S.-backed government on the island of Taiwan. More than
500 million people came under communist rule as a result of the defeat.

In early October 1957, the Russians stunned the world when they successfully orbited Sputnik, the first artificial
satellite. The military implications were obvious and immediate. Ballistic missiles capable of carrying nuclear
weapon payloads intercontinental distances were now possible. The first successful U.S. satellite, Explorer, was
launched three months after Sputnik. The Soviet success raised doubts about the credibility of the American
scientific and technological community and the national education system. The ballistic missile race was on.

EXECUTIVE
BOARD
The Kansas City Division’s first
general management staff members
gathered in May 1950 for this formal
picture. Clockwise from left are J.C.
Haviland, divisional attorney; B.M.
Walter, industrial relations; Eldred E.
Evans, quality manager; Kenneth
Cruise, purchasing agent; H. K.
Morgan, director of engineering;
Willard B. Paine, general manager; R.
L. Schley, staff assistant; C. G.
Hodson, comptroller; Roy Batty,
factory manager; Robert J. Quirk,
director of security; E. G. Applegate,
plant engineer; C. G. McCray, office
administrator.
32

Electronic assembly,
July 18, 1951.
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CHRISTMAS PARTY
A group from Department 65 had a Christmas party in the
plant cafeteria in December 1951. Pictured in the first row,
left to right, are: Ruby Bray, Fenton Edwards, Vivian Eidson,
Mary Ramos, Clara LaFevre, John Muir, and Dave Hernstrom.
Second Row, left to right, Gloria White, Donna Murray,
Margaret Shaw, Ann Hill, Margaret Emerson, Jo Gallo, Dora
Rynish, Dorothy York, and Gene Bible.
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Recreation and social activities were a big part of life at Bendix. These employees participated in a bowling league.
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ENGINEERING
STANDARDS
DEPARTMENT
FEATURED
The photo to the left shows Alene Allen at work
on a Gaertner tool-maker’s microscope in the
Engineering Standards Department. The ’scope
is used to check dimensions of small metal
parts and is capable of making measurements
well under a ten thousandth of an inch. In the
bottom left photo is Maxine Martin, a chemist
by training but now deeply immersed in
problems of tropicalization, usually referred to
as her “bug” culture. Jack Ferguson is shown
working at a Bausch and Lomb photomicrograph camera used to study problems in
metallurgy, plating, and corrosion.
- The Bendix News
March 1951
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EMPLOYEES TAKE
SECURITY SERIOUSLY
Because “loose lips sink ships,” employees knew
they were not to talk about their work. So effectively
did employees safeguard information that for many
years, Kansas City area residents believed that the
large manufacturing facility at 95th and Troost
manufactured washing machines.

From Bendix Welcomes You, an employee 		
orientation booklet.
37

Crowds jam the reception room at the Bendix
Employment Office in early 1953. Employment at the
facility increased steadily in the early years, reaching
1,240 at the end of 1949, 2000, in 1950, and a peak
of 8,301 in June 1964.
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A TIME FOR FUN
Employees worked hard in the 1950s, but they also made time for fun. The
Bendix Variety Club staged a series of plays, band concerts, and talent shows.
Les Brown and his orchestra played for an all-employee dance.

Above: On April 16, 1953,
actress Mary Pickford and
her husband, bandleader
Buddy Rogers, appeared at
a rally on the front lawn of
the Bendix plant to promote
U. S. Savings Bonds. W.B.
Paine, General Manager of
the Kansas City Division,
presented roses to Miss
Pickford.
Left: All-employee dance,
March 30, 1951
Variety Club
March 30, 1951
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Left: In the safety crib, George Milne is being fitted
with a pair of safety glasses by Terry Connaughton;
and “Pat” Patterson helps fit Foreman George
Tousley with a pair of safety shoes.

SAFETY HAS ALWAYS BEEN A PRIORITY
"The safety department plays a vital part in the daily lives and well being of all our personnel. The Safety
Department, under the direction of George Thiel, Safety Supervisor, is constantly on the alert for unsafe
conditions, unsafe practices, and possibility of personal injury, as well as damage to equipment. The cost
of an accident involving personal injury is not realized by the average person. Only those who have been
injured are aware of these costs in suffering, loss of time, and hardship to dependents."
- January 1952 Bendix News
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Above: New metal treads installed on all stairs
within Bendix provide firmer footing for employees.
The young miss in high heels uses the hand rail as
an added safety measure.

VARIETY CLUB
ENTERTAINS AT SPRING
FROLIC
There was no shortage of entertainment for – and by –
employees. On June 5, 1953, the Bendix Variety Club
sponsored a Spring Frolic at the Town Hall for Bendixites and
their guests. Almost two hundred persons attended the Frolic,
which featured Bendix talent in a program of variety acts.
Following the acts was a dance with music by George Ti Dona
and his orchestra.

Virginia Masquelier and Carl Schlitzer sing a duet,
“I’ll Take You Home Again Kathleen.”

A scene at the
Spring Frolic
dance shows
everyone enjoying
the “cool” music
of George Ti Dona.

The harmonica quartet in action at the Spring Frolic. Left to right: Bob
Capen, Ed Severns, Mel Lewis, and John Saunders participated in the
talent show, playing “The Swallow” and a boogie number.
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CONTRACT RENEWED IN 1954
In May 1954, the Bendix News announced that Bendix’s contract to operate the Kansas City
Plant had been extended for three years.
In 1954, Bendix employees were able to look back with satisfaction on the progress made at
the Kansas City Division – progress made possible by the splendid teamwork of Bendix
employees working together with the Atomic Energy Commission.

During the first five years of production, the Division has shown outstanding growth and
development. When production operations first began in April 1949, only a few items were
being produced. Now, after only five years, an impressive number of important items are
developed and manufactured by Bendix for the Atomic Energy Commission.

A shift change shows Bendixites going home at 3:30 p.m. At this modern plant they have
found many opportunities for challenging work in a new industry as well as a chance to
develop friendships and take part in an extensive recreational program.

42

A training table in Department 55, where “women electronic sub-assemblers”
are making parts for the more complicated electronic equipment which they
will eventually be called upon to wire up.

This enormous hydraulic press, capable of
exerting a pressure of 1,500 tons, was
used for deep drawing operations on
metal. Pictured at the machine in July
1953 is Miles Zumbrunnen, a sheet metal
production man from Department 45.
43

AIR CRASH FATAL TO
NYELAND AND SHUTH

Robert S. Nyeland and Harry M. Shuth, well-known
production area managers at the Kansas City Division,
lost their lives in the TWA airliner crash on February 19,
1955, near Albuquerque, New Mexico. They left Kansas
City February 13 on official company business and were
returning home when the crash occurred.
“The death of Nyeland and Shuth is a great tragedy for
their families and friends and a serious loss to the Kansas
City Division,” said W. B. Paine, General Manager.
Nyeland, born at Muscoda, Wisconsin, on December 16,
1902, entered industry in 1923. He joined Bendix in April
1949 as a foreman. Nyeland’s extensive experience and
technical knowledge of manufacturing acquired through
thirty years of production experience resulted in his
attaining the position of area manager. He is survived by
his wife, Elsie Nyeland, his mother, a brother, and two
sisters.

Nyeland & Shuth
A scholarship was established in memory of Robert Nyeland and Harry Shuth. Since
1956, it has provided nearly $100,000 to help employees’ children pay for college.
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Shuth was born on October 20, 1918, at La Porte,
Indiana. He served in the Navy during World War II, seeing
extensive action in the South Pacific. With nine years
industrial experience, Shuth came to Bendix in April 1949
as a foreman. His outstanding ability rapidly advanced
him to an area manager position. He is survived by his
wife, Phyllis Shuth, a 5-year-old daughter, Cynthia, his
mother, and two sisters.
- The Bendix News
February 1955

IBM AT BENDIX
In 1955, impressive looking business machines of the electronic age were
gradually moved into a specially designed office in the basement area. Soon,
trained Bendix personnel moved into the area. The machines began to hum
as they were fed prepared data to produce necessary summaries and reports
with amazing speed and accuracy.

This was the beginning of IBM at the Bendix Kansas City plant. These machines of the business
world were installed primarily to handle mountains of paper work with speed, accuracy, and control.
- The Bendix News
December 1956

View of Keypunch and Verifying section of the
IBM Department. In this section all basic data
has to be transcribed to a punched card for
processing on the IBM equipment.
45

In October 1957, Ed Rempe of the Photo Lab took a badge
picture of Ramona Falter while Vivian Lilly, Sharon Reid,
and Jeanne Best, all of the Security Department, recorded
employees’ names and made up name plates for badges.
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TESTING LABORATORY
PERFORMS VITAL SERVICE
TO ENTIRE PLANT
The distinguishing marks of our Testing Laboratory are its talented
people who are highly trained in scientific and technical fields – its
widely diversified testing activities, and its modern precision
equipment, valued at more than a million dollars.
“You will find that the men and women of the Laboratory have an
intense interest in their work,” says C.V. Miller, head of the
Laboratory. “They not only have an inquiring mind to find out why
things are as they are, but also feel a strong personal
responsibility for the technical accuracy of the work they perform.
Above all, they understand the need for precision and the need for
presentation of the basic facts form the scientific point of view.”

Above left: Bob Coleman, left, acts as a safety observer at the
control panel while Roy Wilson arranges a test set-up to
determine a material’s resistance to high voltage damage.
Insulation materials are subjected to potentials as high as
100,000 volts, AC or DC, with this equipment to assure the high
reliability required in Bendix products.
Above right: “Woody” Woodburn, Jim Edwards, and Bob Jones
are operating the battery of tensile testing machines in the
laboratory. This group of equipment will precisely measure
compression and tensile forces ranging from .02 pound to
120,000 pounds.
Right: Aligning a simulated part to be x-rayed by the laboratory’s
1 million volt radiographic equipment is Phil Mullane. Such
radiographs enable laboratory personnel to see through four
inches of steel or other heavy materials to locate internal flaws.

- The Bendix News 					
April 1957
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Punch press operators, 1953.
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Tornado
of
May 1957

No Bendix employees were killed, but 12 employees and family members were injured in tornadoes
that struck the city on May 20, 1957. Since a large number of Bendix employees lived in the Ruskin
Heights area, which was hardest hit, the damage to homes was appalling. The homes of 29
employees were destroyed completely with virtually all of their personal possessions wiped out.
Bendixites were deeply concerned about the welfare of their fellow employees. In addition to making
contributions to a disaster fund, many employees offered their homes and other property to families
who did not have a place to live. Others gave generous amounts of their time working in the stricken
area to aid victims.

“There we were – no house, no car, no money,” said Josephine Renken, wife of Clyde Renken,
foreman in 115 Stores. Clyde had cashed his paycheck before the storm and the money had
gone with the house. What you see, with the exception of a few items in the basement, is all
that was left. The next day, however, they were able to recover half the money from the rubble.

Employees and the corporation donated more than $17,000 to the disaster aid fund. Employees who
received aid from the Fund have expressed their deep appreciation for the assistance given them.

Basement cubbyhole probably saved the lives of the Pete Kotsifakis family when the house
collapsed. Hearing the approach of what sounded like 1,000 freight trains, Pete, a technician in
Department 151, scooped his three children and wife, Dorothy, into the recess in the basement
wall. When it was over, they looked up and saw the sky.
49
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Above: "More spacious" was
among favorable comments
heard frequently when the
cafeteria was renovated in
September 1950.
Right: Blue ribbon beef,
displayed by Lowell Buck, chef,
was a special item on the
cafeteria menu in December
1958 when 2,100 pounds of
prize-winning steer was
purchased from the 1958
American Royal.
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The Printed Circuits Department uses a precision
copy camera to reduce the master drawing of the
circuit pattern to its final size, October 18, 1957.
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THE THREAT OF
COMMUNISM GROWS
In 1956, Russian leader Nikita Khrushchev said, “Whether you
like it or not, history is on our side. We will bury you!" After
World War II ended, United States national security increasingly
focused on the threat of Communism. In 1959, The Bendix
News began running a feature called “Our Red Rivals,” focusing
on the threat of Soviet aggression and what Americans needed
to do to maintain military and technological superiority.

Much emphasis is placed on science in the Soviet education system. Here
(top photo), in a public school classroom in Kiev unadorned by modernistic
touches and modern lighting, young students get their start in the science of
chemistry. The first day of school in a Ruskin Heights classroom (bottom
photo), was photographed by the wife of Bill Martin, Photo Lab supervisor.
Our technological race with Russia will be largely determined by the education
of these children.
- The Bendix News
September 1959
53
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KENNEDY AND THE
CUBAN MISSILE CRISIS.
DR. MARTIN LUTHER
KING JR. VIETNAM.

1960 s
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1960		

1961		

1962		

1963		

Echo I reflects
radio signals to
Earth.

Berlin Wall
constructed.

Minicomputer
arrives.

JFK
assassinated.

1964

The Civil
Rights Act
passed.

1965		

Communications
satellite Early Bird
(Intelsat I) orbits.

1966		

1967		

1968		

1969

Star Trek aired
on television.

First successful
heart
transplant.

RAM microchip.

Astronauts send
photographs from
moon.
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In 1969, engineering supervisor Jack Knuth (standing
right) talked with electrical engineer Sarl Mozzano
about a casting for the W68 program. Seated in the
foreground are technician Roger Wilmot (left) and
engineer John Markle.
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High Voltage Dielectric Tester, 1963.

Electrical engineering area in the 1960s.
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SIX O’CLOCK SCHOLAR
Stewart Ridenour, gage maker in the Tool Room, is one of many Bendix employees who sandwich educational
pursuits between full-time employment and family life.
Stew and his counterparts are willing to go to extra effort for a college education. After an eight-hour workday,
they attend school two or three evenings a week and study two or three hours an evening the rest of the week.
Dogged determination keeps them bent over books while the rest of us have called it a day.

Stew Ridenour, gage maker in Dept. 60 and
graduate of the Bendix Tool and Die Making
Apprenticeship Program, is one of many
employees who combine a full-time job with
a part-time pursuit of a college education.
Class of ’64 – Twice a week around 6 p.m.,
Stew steps through the portals of Kansas
City Junior College heading for an associate
degree in engineering. He has already
accumulated 25 credit hours of the required
64 in his two and a half years of night
school. He plans to don the mortarboard
and graduate in three and a half years.
- The Bendix News, August 1960
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ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
Looking into the vacuum chamber Elmer Cline, Sheet Metal Fabrication, makes a
final adjustment on the work piece. The work table is mounted on a pair of rigid
guide rails, equipped with special ball-bearing wheels, and mechanized for horizontal
and rotational travel. The electron gun, right foreground, is bracket-mounted on the
lower end of a shaft which also contains the high voltage leads. Without opening the
chamber the gun can be rotated in a horizontal plane and raised and lowered to the
desired distance from the work piece. December 1962.

In the 1960s, contractors removed some of
the wooden block floors, although there are
still some areas of the Kansas City Plant
that retain the old flooring.
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STEAM PLANT TAKES OVER FOR LOCOMOTIVES
In February 1961, a diesel switch engine pulled into Bendix, coupled onto two 833,000-pound steam locomotives and hauled them off to be returned to the Chicago, Burlington, and Quincy Railroad
from whom they had been leased. The locomotives were brought in December 1959 to be used for auxiliary steam production and had been operating all three shifts with a production capacity of
30,000 pounds-per-hour each.
The removal of the engines marked the beginning of use of the new steam generating facilities located east of the main plant behind the MSB. The new steam plant is equipped with three
55,000-pounds-per-hour, 300-pound pressure, gas or oil fired boilers. The boilers and auxiliary equipment, furnished by the Atomic Energy Commission, are equipped to burn either natural gas or oil.
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A steam locomotive was coupled to a switch
engine before being hauled away from Bendix.

The Flood of
September 1961

A SEVEN-INCH RAINFALL SENT INDIAN
CREEK AND THE BLUE RIVER OUT OF
THEIR BANKS AND INTO THE PLANT. AS
MUCH AS A FOOT OF WATER STOOD IN
PARTS OF THE BASEMENT.
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THE DATA CENTER AS IT LOOKED
ON JULY 10, 1963. IT WAS
LOCATED IN THE BASEMENT,
WHERE PURCHASING IS TODAY.
THROUGH THE DOUBLE DOORS
WAS THE KEYPUNCH OPERATIONS
AREA. THIS WAS BEFORE THE
ARRIVAL OF THE MAINFRAME. THE
MACHINE IN THE PICTURE IS AN
IBM 1401 "DATA PROCESSING
SYSTEM." IT WAS CONSIDERED
THE FIRST AFFORDABLE, GENERAL
PURPOSE COMPUTER. IT
CONSISTED OF 16K OF MEMORY, 8
TAPE DRIVES, A 1402 CARD
READER / PUNCH, AND A 1403
LINE PRINTER.
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Standing by the tape drive (far right)
is Gene Clark. Howard Windhausen
(second from right) is running the
1402 card reader.
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Examining a periodic chart in 1966 are
four QA senior technicians. They are, from
left, Francis Pickerill, Alfred Bartkoski,
Donald Lethco, and Robert Cross.
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April 26, 1965. Maurice Smith, who at the time was a senior technical specialist in the test laboratory,
developed a demonstration for area schools to increase interest in technology. This demonstration
shows that while a straight line may be the shortest distance between two points, it is not necessarily
the fastest. The device made use of a laser, one of the first used in the Kansas City area.

Electronic assembly area,
March 5, 1965.
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Precision Lathe Operators, 1965.
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Factory Floor, 1963.
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AN EYE-CATCHING PRIZE FOR
BENDIX DANCE
Offered as the grand prize at the Bendix all-employee dance at Municipal
Auditorium on October 13, 1962, was this television stereo, AM-FM radio
console. Nancy Adlard, drafting, gave a sneak preview of the featured artist
for the dance as she put a Ralph Flanagan record on the stereo portion.
Other door prizes for the dance included a Polaroid camera, a portable
AM-FM radio, an electric can opener, and a folding bridge table and chairs.
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Machining area, 1963.
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1970		

The computer
floppy disc is an
instant success.
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1971		

1972		

1973		

1974

Intel builds the
microprocessor,
“a computer on a
chip.”

HBO starts
pay-TV service
for cable.

The
microcomputer
is born in
France.

President Nixon
resigns.

DISCO WAS IN. SO WERE BEAN
BAGS, BELL-BOTTOM PANTS AND
“THE FONZ” ON THE TELEVISION
SHOW "HAPPY DAYS."

s

America celebrated its bicentennial. And we also saw gas prices rise.
Car-pooling became an economic necessity and the plant launched a
series of energy conservation programs which would result in
significant long-term savings both in the consumption and in the cost of
energy.
The last U.S. troops pulled out of South Vietnam in March 1973 after
suffering more than 58,000 casualties.

1975		

1976		

1977		

1978		

1979

The Atomic Energy
Commission (AEC)
becomes The
Energy Research
and Development
Administration
(ERDA).

The Apple I
computer is born.

ERDA merges into
the Department of
Energy (DOE).

Electronic
typewriters go
on sale.

Flextime is
introduced at the
Kansas City Plant.
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Family Day, September
1971. Phil Gentile shows
his son Tony a giant
autoclave.
The Family Day was
attended by approximately
12,000 Bendix and
Atomic Energy
Commission employees
and members of their
families.

Energy Commission to
familiarize members of the
Congressional Joint Committee
on Atomic Energy with
laboratory and production
facilities maintained by the
commission, Sen. Stuart
Symington of Missouri visited
the Kansas City Division on
August 30, 1971.
- Bendix Today
October 12, 1971
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BOND CAMPAIGN
REACHES GOAL
The payroll savings plan at Kansas City
Division gained 569 new enrollees
during the 1971 U. S. Savings Bond
campaign, bringing participation to an
all-time high of 96 percent.
The Minuteman Flag – presented by
the U. S. Treasury Department to firms
achieving 90 percent or greater
participation in the payroll savings plan
– has been awarded to Kansas City
Division for the third successive year.
Taking part in the presentation
ceremony were (left to right): Bond girls
Linda Brown, Teresa Dela Cruz and
Judy Chastain; William E. Sharpe,
director of industrial relations and
security and Bond campaign
co-chairman; Robert J. Quirk, general
manager and Bond campaign
chairman, who accepted the flag on
behalf of divisional employees now
buying Bonds with payroll savings; Mrs.
Jeanie Smith, Mrs. U.S. Savings Bonds,
who presented the flag; Jack Niles,
Missouri director of the Treasury
department’s Saving division, and Bond
girls Lori Williamson, Sharon Bechtel,
and Alice Jackson.
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“SWINGERS” EARN THEIR NAME
Kansas City Division’s first and only women’s softball team competed in the Kansas
City, Kan. Class C women’s softball league this season as the “Bendix Swingers.”
And swing they did – all the way to the league championship.
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Demonstrating the batting form that helped
the Bendix women’s softball team win the
Class C league championship are (from left)
Jody Wright, Donna Barnes, Teresa Dela Cruz,
Beverly Wilkerson, Geri Smith, Linda Painter,
Suzanne Redfield, Suzy Dodge, Betty Fielder,
Zelma Banks, and Shirley Randolph. Coaching
the women were (from left) Kenneth Lollis,
Melvin Eddy, and Eddie King.

As the trend in women’s fashions moves away from the mini, pantsuits are rapidly
becoming more popular. These three Kansas City Division employees agree that
there is a wide variety of times and places where pantsuits are suitable, attractive
and practical. Katie Murrell (left), a clerk typist in the employee information center,
models a sports outfit ideal for a weekend outing, while Karen Harness (center), a
stenographer in information and equipment security, is wearing a versatile pantsuit
which would be very “in” at the office. Brenda Powell, office machine operator in
materiel, models formal evening wear. Said Mrs. Hope Pratt, fashion coordinator at
Adler’s in Kansas City, “While pantsuits are popular, discretion must be used to
make the appropriate choice for the occasion. Those that are formal or for sports
wear should be reserved for those occasions. Tailored outfits,” such as worn above
by Miss Harness, “are acceptable in an office.” Mrs. Pratt added that “sweaters
and slacks are definitely ‘taboo’ in a business office environment.”

Dr. Dixie Lee Ray was head of the Atomic Energy Commission in 1973 – the only woman to
have held that post – when she visited the Kansas City Plant. She always traveled with her
dogs, shown here with their leashes being held by William Sharpe.

- Bendix Today December 8, 1970
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Factory Area, 1974.
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1980 		1981		1982 		1983		1984

Summer Olympics
in Moscow, USSR,
The US boycotts.

78

Pres. Reagan
survives an
assassination
attempt.

The Vietnam
Memorial is
erected in
Washington
D.C.

Bendix merged
to become part
of the Allied
Corporation.

s

Cellular phone
network starts.

PAC MAN WAS EATING UP THE
ARCADE COMPETITION. THE
RUBIK’S CUBE WAS ALL THE
RAGE. RED RIBBONS BROUGHT
NATIONAL ATTENTION TO A NEW
DISEASE CALLED AIDS.

1985		1986		1987		1988 		1989

CD-ROM can put
270,000 pages of
text on a CD.

Chernobyl
nuclear disaster.

Challenger
Space Shuttle
disaster.

US advertising
is permitted
on Soviet TV.

Tiananmen
Square.
Berlin Wall
comes down.
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Illustration by Jim Briggs

JACK KNUTH
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Plant President Jack Knuth challenged everyone to get "on board" with the plant's continuous
improvement efforts. He once even made good on a promise to kiss a duck when the plant achieved
a major Gold Ring milestone. The Jack A. Knuth Continuous Improvement Award was created in 1990
and is awarded annually to an employee for outstanding contribution to continuous improvement.

In 1982 Bendix employees united to protest
a hostile takeover by Martin Marietta.
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Craig Landis inspects a chemical reactor,
1982.
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The Robotics Team was tasked with implementing
factory automation across the plant in the 1980s.
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Left: This robot was named DANNY M. after
Danny Manning who won the National Basketball
Championship with the KU Jayhawks in 1988.
The robot made a "slam-dunk" motion when
punching parts.
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THE “GRUNGE” LOOK, CHATROOMS AND COFFEE SHOPS. THE
DIGITAL AGE.
Alternative “grunge” music was in. Melrose Place and Friends
dominated the television sets of many. The advent of the Internet and
e-mail greatly enhanced our ability to communicate with people all
over the world in the 1990s. New technology has steered the Kansas
City Plant toward more advanced innovations with each passing year.
The personal computer has revolutionized the way we do business.
The economy has been strong, with a surge in home building and
buying because of low interest rates and low unemployment.

1990		1991 		1992 		1993		1994		1995		1996		 1997		1998		1999

Persian Gulf War
“Desert Storm.”

The Soviet
Union ends.

The World
Wide Web
goes public.
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Technology Transfer
Center opens.

Flood of 1993 hits
Kansas City hard.

The
DOE designates the
KCP as the
consolidated site
for all nonnuclear
components for
nuclear weapons.

The KCP assumes
management of the
DOE’s Kirtland
Operations.

168 people were
killed in the
Oklahoma City
bombing.
Halfway through
the decade KCP
employs 3,534
employees.

Construction
begins on the
International
Space Station.

KCP’s Intranet,
“Webster”
debuts.
Scientists
successfully
clone Dolly the
sheep.

Clinton
impeachment
proceedings.

AlliedSignal
acquires
Honeywell,
changing its name.
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The 1990s were dominated by improvements to our
approach to manufacturing. The plant shifted to processbased manufacturing rather than product-based. Words
like “Total Quality,” the predecessor to Six Sigma, had
become part of employees’ vocabulary.
A flux of new ideas and technology emerged from the
1990s as well. With the creation of a program
management team to search for “non-traditional”
opportunities and the opening of the Technology Transfer
Center in 1992, KCP began sharing its federally funded
technology and expertise with U.S. industry and other
government agencies. In 1994, AlliedSignal’s Kansas City
Division assumed responsibility for the DOE’s Kirtland
Operations in Albuquerque, New Mexico, adding to its
technology skills mix.
By 1997, plans were being developed to begin changing
the physical building to adapt to the future. KCP officially
began working on its Stockpile Manufacturing
Restructuring Initiative (SMRI). The plan called for the
gradual downsizing through 2005, including consolidating,
rearranging to reduce the fixed overhead costs.
In 1999, AlliedSignal acquired and merged with
Minneapolis-based Honeywell, adopting the Honeywell
name. The product lines between the two companies were
complementary, the only principal overlap being avionics.
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Flag Day Ceremony 1991 Honoring Desert Storm Veterans

KAREN'S AT THE
HELM
On May 1, 1995, Karen Clegg became
the first woman president in the 46-year
history of the Kansas City Division. She
takes over the leadership of a facility that
has a new five-year contract but at the
same time faces its most radical period of
change ever. In an address to employees
on her first day as president, Clegg
outlined her vision and goals for ensuring
the plant's future for years to come.
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January 1992 was the beginning of the Flexible
Manufacturing System, a state-of-the-art
production facility on the only system of its kind
in the DOE weapons complex.
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Electronics Director Dave Douglass hosts a
tour with Missouri Governor Mel Carnahan.
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In 1993, the Flood Wall was completed as part of a
500-year-flood protection system. The wall contains 2,860
cubic yards of concrete on top of 42,000 linear feet of
concrete pilings as deep as 40 feet into the ground.
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HEARTLAND SUPERCOMPUTER
The Heartland Supercomputer, a CRAY Origin 2000 system, was commissioned in 1998 as the largest and fastest computer
in the Midwest. Its peak operating speed was 50 billion instructions per second, equivalent to 1,500 standard PCs.

Bob Owens demonstrates KCP's virtual
reality and simulation capabilities.
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NEW MEXICO CONNECTION
In 1994, AlliedSignal’s Kansas City Division assumed responsibility for
the DOE’s Kirtland Operations (KO) in Albuquerque, New Mexico, adding
to its skills mix.
In Albuquerque, employees at the NC-135 Compound on Kirtland Air
Force Base support science and engineering research and development,
communication equipment repair and electronic assembly.
At the Air Park Facility, employees develop and implement traditional and
high-tech training programs and products and create and maintain
technical documents for the DOE’s Office of Secure Transportation (OST).
The Craddock Modification Center provides employees the capability for
electronics and mechanical design, vehicle modification as well as
machining, welding, and sheet metal fabrication.
In Ft. Chaffee, Arkansas, employees support the federal agent training
program for OST by maintaining equipment used in agent training
exercises, and providing technical and mechanical support during
training exercises.

The New Mexico relay station
helps track transport vehicles
across the nation.
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ONE OF KO'S LARGEST AREAS
OF SUPPORT IS FOR THE DOE'S
TRANSPORTATION SAFEGUARD
SYSTEMS.

KO employees were instrumental in developing an automated
detection method for Karnal bunt, a fungal disease of wheat.
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Employees produced another
"Miracle on 95th Street" raising
more than $855,000 during the
1993 United Way campaign.
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KCP CELEBRATES ITS 50TH
ANNIVERSARY WITH AN
OPEN HOUSE FOR 10,000
EMPLOYEES AND RETIREES.
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00
2000 s

100

s

101

Y2K - A NEW MILLENNIUM. WIFI AND
BLOGGING. 9/11 ATTACKS ON AMERICA
AND THE WAR ON TERROR. REALITY
TELEVISION. TIME OF FINANCIAL
UNCERTAINTY.
We waited with anticipation for Y2K, expecting a worldwide computer glitch to cripple
infrastructure, transportation and banking. The “00s” as some people have called it,
brought an explosion in the telecommunications industry. Now, it’s common to hear
“google” and “tweet’ used as verbs. The decade is also dominated by the War on
Terror sparked by the 9/11 terrorist attacks on American soil. By mid-decade, the idea
of transforming the Kansas City Plant is born and sets the path to our future.

2000							

Congress asks
DOE to create
National Nuclear
Security
Administration.
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Honeywell
successfully
retains KCP
contract after
first ever
competitive bid.

Survivor
premieres
sparking
fascination with
reality television.

2001		

September 11
attacks by
Al-Qaeda on U.S.
soil kill more than
3,000.

2002		

Congress passes
Sarbanes-Oxley Act
in reaction to
corporate and
accounting
scandals.

2003									

Space Shuttle
Columbia
disaster.

U.S. military
lead coalition
forces into
Operation
Iraqi
Freedom.

									

The Tribute in
Light viewed
from Jersey City
in memory of
the World Trade
Center attacks.

2004		

SpaceshipOne
makes the first
privatelyfunded human
spaceflight.

2005		

Hurricane
Katrina wreaks
catastrophic
damage on
Mississippi and
Louisiana.

2006		

KCP recycles
50,000
gallons of
industrial
wastewater
daily through
reverse
osmosis.

2007		

A Writer’s strike
shuts down
scripted television
in November.

2008				

Financial crisis
leads to global
recession
marked by high
unemployment
and stalled
housing and
credit markets.

Michael
Phelps breaks
Olympic
record by
winning 8
gold medals
in Beijing.

2009

Developer is
selected for new
Kansas City Plant
building and
prepares for
ground-breaking.

Kansas City Plant
celebrates 60th
anniversary with
Open House for
employees and
retirees.
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STEWARDS OF ONE
ENVIRONMENT
Our commitment to environmental excellence is evident in
many ways, pollution prevention, waste stream reduction
and recycling, to name a few. In the 2000 decade, we
stepped up our commitment to maintaining and creating a
safe and healthy workplace for our employees and the
community.
The Kansas City Plant recycles 21 different types of
materials from steel to office paper and from lead batteries
to cooking grease. This equates to nearly 3,000 tons of
recycled material a year. Through a new reverse osmosis
treatment, 40,000-50,000 gallons of industrial wastewater
are recycled each day.
The Kansas City plant shares a common goal with
environmental groups, regulators, and neighbors and is
recognized by several organizations and auditors including
ISO 14001 certification for environmental management
systems. Awards from The Missouri Water Environment
Association, Kansas City’s Bridging The Gap, and the
Environmental Protection Agency reinforce our
commitment.
We all want a clean and healthy place to work and we are
committed to being good neighbors to our community. By
reducing and eliminating releases to the air, water, and land
and by taking proactive steps, we continue to be stewards
of one environment.
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Each year, KCP volunteers
clean up around 100 tons of
trash around the Blue River.

In 2003, four new boilers are
installed at the plant, increasing
energy efficiency by five percent
and decreasing nitrous oxide
emissions by 75 percent.
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Our employees are generous with their
time and treasure throughout the year,
supporting Harvesters, Habitat for
Humanity, Christmas in October, and
the Salvation Army Angel Tree, as well
as countless education, environment,
and community outreach efforts.

For many years, Kansas City Plant employees have volunteered to help nonprofit
agencies through United Way Day of Caring. In 2005, Vice President Bob Jensen was
part of a team that helped residents of Marlborough Manor, an elderly assisted living
center, with maintenance of their apartments.
Each autumn, the annual Car Show kicks off the start of the Employee Giving
Campaign. In the past decade, employees have donated an average of more than
$500,000 a year to the United Way and Honeywell Hometown Solutions.
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GIVING BACK
TO OUR
HOMETOWN
Building on a tradition of
corporate citizenship that spans
more than a century, Honeywell
began an evolutionary new
approach to corporate
citizenship in 2003. With
Honeywell Hometown Solutions,
we focus our efforts on four
important societal needs that
align with Honeywell’s heritage,
products and people: Science
and Math Education; Family
Safety and Security; Housing
and Shelter; Humanitarian Relief
and Habitat and Conservation.

KCP volunteers repair homes
for the elderly and disabled.

Employees at Kirtland
Operations in New Mexico
"Bowl for Kids Sake" for Big
Brothers, Big Sisters.
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In an effort to give back to our hometowns, we give over 16,000 hours of volunteer service to
educational and community outreach annually. In addition, our Employee Giving Campaign raises
nearly $470,000 annually for United Way, Rebuilding Together, National Center for Missing &
Exploited Children, Honeywell Space Academy, and Honeywell Scholar’s Presidential Classroom.
In recent years, Kirtland Operations has contributed $100,000 to an internal fund-raising effort, the
Give Once Fund, which benefits a variety of non-profit organizations throughout Albuquerque, NM.

NASA and Honeywell bring a dynamic rockand-roll education program, FMA Live! to
Kansas City middle school students.
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KANSAS CITY CORPORATE
CHALLENGE
The Kansas City Plant was a founding member of KC Corporate Challenge in
1980 and has been a strong competitor ever since.
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Future
Our

114

Future site of the Kansas City Plant
approximately 7 miles south of the
existing plant.
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A NEW MODERN, AGILE FACILITY
Since 2006, the Kansas City Plant has been on a path to transformation. The Kansas City Plant embraced the NNSA’s vision to transform the Nuclear Security
Enterprise from cold-war vintage infrastructures, capabilities, and capacities to a much more cost effective and correctly sized 21st century responsive infrastructure
that exemplifies good stewardship of taxpayer resources while maintaining the nuclear deterrent.
In order to achieve this, we must transition to a modern, agile facility capable of strategic sourcing and capacity alignment with customer needs. The changes will be
complemented by a transition to more commercial business processes.
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Artist Rendering of future
Kansas City Plant.
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At a high level, "transformation" sums up our effort to adjust
to changing business needs and customer expectations.
Specifically, we are transforming Kansas City Plant
operations by significantly reducing annual operating costs
and improving responsiveness to the NNSA.
Together, the changes are estimated to reduce the KCP's
annual operating costs by over $100 million, while providing
an infrastructure that is more responsive to potential
changes in technical capabilities and schedule demands.
From an environmental standpoint, the new facility will be
green, and will be built to LEED Gold rating (Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design) criteria.
By 2012, a new chapter of Kansas City Plant history will
begin at the new facility on Botts Road, approximately 7
miles south of the existing plant.

FUTURE SITE OF THE KANSAS CITY
PLANT AT BOTTS ROAD AND 150
HIGHWAY.
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WHETHER IT’S
FORECASTING
TECHNOLOGY TRENDS
OR FINDING HIDDEN
HAZARDS IN THE
WORKPLACE, WE ARE
FIXATED ON THE
FUTURE AND HOW TO
BE BEST POSITIONED
TO MEET THE
CHALLENGES AHEAD.
There’s no doubt that the Kansas City Plant has
a forward-looking culture. We have brought the
“factory of the future” into today’s production
environment, continually evolving product and
factory process technologies to deliver the
highest-quality products in the most efficient,
least costly, and most environmentally friendly
way possible. Simply put, Commitments Made,
Commitments Kept. It is both our legacy and the
key to our future.
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In a cleanroom,
employees wear
protective clothing to
protect parts from
contamination.

EXPANDING SECURITY
MISSION
The Kansas City Plant’s traditional business involves procuring
and manufacturing nonnuclear components in our nation’s
nuclear weapon stockpile. However, with a broader spectrum of
manufacturing technologies and capabilities than any other
NNSA business, the Kansas City Plant is applying its
manufacturing capabilities and unique factories to solving nonweapon-related manufacturing challenges for the NNSA’s
national laboratories, Department of Defense, and other Federal
agencies.
Most recently, the Kansas City Plant has positioned itself to
benefit the Department of Homeland Security and other
government agencies with combating terrorism. The global War
on Terror has driven an increased emphasis on emergency
preparedness and response, creating an environment of
innovative security technology and product development in
entirely new industries.
As a proven national security solution provider with years of
unique manufacturing and technological expertise, the National
Secure Manufacturing Center (NSMC) at the Kansas City Plant
provides federal and non-federal entities with research and
engineering support, prototyping, process and product
development, process validation, product enhancement and
manufacturing services.
As various government agencies, security organizations and
companies evolve – and new businesses and products emerge
– NSMC is ideally and uniquely positioned to provide the
security and defense product development and manufacturing
capabilities to meet today’s challenging requirements.
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Not only does the Kansas City Plant produce
components for the payload of the Air Force
B-2 Bomber; it also builds power supplies for
the cockpit instrument panel.
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2010 s

2010

An explosion and fire on the
Deepwater Horizon oil rig in the
Gulf of Mexico, sends millions of
gallons of oil into the sea.
Apple’s iPAD debuts.

2011

2012

EF5 tornado hit Joplin, MO,
making it the deadliest tornado
in 65 years.

Hurricane Sandy struck the east
coast of the US near Atlantic
City, New Jersey.

The capture and death of
Al-Qaeda leader Osama
bin Laden.

Summer Olympics are held in
London, England, where Michael
Phelps became the most
decorated Olympian with a total
medal count of 22.

Apple visionary and mastermind
Steve Jobs passes away.
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IPADS, APPS, CLASH OF CLANS
AND CANDY CRUSH SAGA,
WINNING AND PHOTO BOMBING,
SAYING GOODBYE TO BANNISTER
AND STARTING THE NEXT
CHAPTER AT THE NATIONAL
SECURITY CAMPUS.
The digital revolution continues with iPADS and their touch screen
capability making it a hot commodity. Downloadable apps Clash of
Clans and Candy Crush Saga are the two top grossing apps of all time.
Everyone knew Charlie Sheen was “Winning” and “Photo Bombing” is
something we all want to forget about. As we respectively vacate the
Bannister Federal Complex, we will never forget the memories we
shared, challenges we faced and successes we championed. Here’s to
the Next Chapter at the National Security Campus, where we will
continue our journey, supporting the national security mission.

2013

2014

President Barack Obama is
inaugurated for his second term.

Jimmy Fallon debuts on the
Tonight Show.

First employees make the move
from Bannister Federal Complex
to the National Security Campus

Honeywell Aerospace (100),
Kansas City Plant (65) and
Kirtland Operations (50) will all
celebrate milestones this year.

Government Shutdown after
House and Senate Stalemate
First product built at the National
Security Campus was shipped.

Completion of the move to the
National Security Campus.
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BALDRIGE AWARD
On December 7, 2009, Honeywell FM&T along with four other
organizations received the 2009 Malcolm Baldrige National
Quality Award, the nation’s highest Presidential honor for
innovation and performance excellence. For Honeywell FM&T,
receiving the prestigious honor was the culmination of more
than 25 years of continuous improvement.
Honeywell FM&T showcased impressive results as customer
satisfaction was maintained at or above 95 percent for four
years. In addition, the organization’s use of the Six Sigma Plus
Continuous Improvement Model ensures integration of
customer and business requirements into all design projects,
resulting in cost savings from increased productivity and
deployed innovations. Other favorable attributes that contribute
to a positive work environment are an open-door policy among
senior management and a commitment to community and
education outreach.
We were especially honored to be the first NNSA contractor to
receive a Baldrige Award. FM&T has worked hard to
successfully integrate business efficiencies into the NNSA's
Nuclear Security Enterprise. This prestigious award gave our
customer third-party validation of our commitment to
continuous improvement.
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SNEAK PEAK
On Saturday, Nov. 17, 2012, several thousand employees, retirees and guests
toured the National Security Campus to check out their new space. We were
fortunate to host this event as it was important to maintain the construction
schedule and security. During the five-hour event, visitors enjoyed viewing the
inspiring, environmentally friendly designs throughout the facility.
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In 2012, FM&T’s employees celebrated our
highest Performance Evaluation Plan score of
95.9 and a rating of excellent. Both were awarded
by our customers.
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NATIONAL SECURITY CAMPUS RELOCATION
The National Nuclear Security Administration reaches an important milestone on January 23,
when the move from the Bannister Federal Complex to the LEED Gold National Security
Campus kicks into high gear. The full move will be complete in 19 months.

50%

lower

Reduced energy consumption
will help save the government
about $150 million annually
in operating costs.

2,500

employees

The 1.5 million square foot campus
consists of manufacturing, office, and
laboratory space to produce a wide
array of sophisticated components
to safeguard our national
defense systems.

TRUCKS

CRATES

30

miles
of crates

1.34x

CAPITAL EQUIPMENT

around
Earth

20.8

million
pounds of
equipment

TOTAL
LABOR HOURS

2.7

million man-hours
to build facility

30 miles

5.5x higher than Mount Everest.

One way truck miles from Bannister Federal
Complex to the National Security Campus.
50 miles of trucks end to end. Transport
of 5.2 million cubic feet of volume.

Equivalent to 16 fully loaded A380
aircraft, each weighing 650 tons.

Equal to 78,000 football fans working
together for one week.
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FIRST MOVE:
After years of hype, the new facility became a reality for employees as the first move
phase with fifty-four employees took place on Jan. 23, 2013. Employees who spent the
majority of their career at Bannister were excited to check out their new digs, develop
new routines and enjoy the inspirational, fresh design of the National Security Campus.
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3D PRINTING:
Imagine taking the image drawn on the back of a napkin,
modeling it on a computer, and simply clicking print to make a
part. That dream is a reality at the National Security Campus
with the latest in direct digital manufacturing technologies.
Additive manufacturing or 3D printing creates a threedimensional solid object of virtually any shape from a digital
model. The final product is achieved using additive processes,
where successive layers of material are printed. 3D printing is
different from traditional machining techniques, which mostly
rely on subtracting material by cutting or milling.
Additive manufacturing has opened up a world of design
options that we use to create innovative and timely solutions.
While additive techniques can create traditional parts, it also
allows greater design flexibility to create parts that are hollow
inside, have a complex geometry, or even a part within a part.
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MID WAY MOVE CELEBRATION
Over a two-day period FM&T, employees celebrated the mid way move point from
the Bannister Federal Complex to the National Security Campus (NSC) with a
pulled pork BBQ contest, the ever so popular car show and a few remarks from
U.S. Congressman Emanuel Cleaver, FM&T President Chris Gentile and KCFO Site
Manager Mark Holecek.
Congressman Cleaver congratulated employees for their excellent safety record at
this point in the relocation. Holecek and Gentile also thanked the employees for
their efforts to date.
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CULMINATION OF A JOURNEY - NSMC
Since NSMC’s inception back in 1999, they have taken on challenges, delivered on promises and have
etched a mark worldwide for global security. As a multi-mission facility, the NSMC delivers quick
response to mission requirements by transforming custom technology and product realization into fieldready solutions.
This Eagle was placed at our former
location in 2006 to commemorate the
beginning of the National Secure
Manufacturing Center. Scribed with
"Born Free," it symbolizes the
fundamental mission as a trusted
center for manufacturing and
engineering solutions supporting our
sponsor’s responsibilities to the
nation’s security.

In 2013, the team had an outstanding performance year with over a 24 percent increase in revenue. They
continue to grow their team and deliver for their customers.
In January 2014, NSMC relocated from the Bannister Federal Complex to the National Security Campus in
less than four months with no safety or security events. The new building was designed with customers
in mind and the team has continually, without falter, kept the mission in focus.
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The National Security Campus
achieves LEED Gold
Certification and other design
awards in 2013. The campus
is known for its inspirational,
yet intelligent design.
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WORKING TOGETHER TO
KEEP THE B-52 FLYING
Carrying 70,000 pounds of weapons is quite a load but
because the B-52 is an effective and economical heavy
bomber, the US Air Force plans to keep it in service until
2040. That will be nearly 90 years after the aircraft first
entered service, an impressive length of service for any
aircraft, civilian or military.
We are pleased to be supporting the Air Force’s effort to
maintain their fleet by producing Oil Coolers for the B-52
strategic bomber.
The B-52 is a subsonic, jet-powered bomber that has
been in service with the United States Air Force since
1955. There are currently 85 active B-52 aircraft operated
under the Air Force Global Strike Command. The B-52’s
superior performance and low operating costs have made
it the longest tenured military aircraft in history. Due to its
age, many of the components to support the operation of
the aircraft are no longer available through the original
equipment manufacturers (OEMs).
This will be a challenging endeavor drawing on
Honeywell’s expertise in project management, mechanical
engineering, quality engineering, purchase product
engineering and program management. The project’s
success will require the creation of fabrication processes,
design and fabrication of custom tooling, design and
fabrication of test cells, First Article qualification and
ongoing production support.
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KIRTLAND OPERATIONS CELEBRATES 50 YEARS
Kirtland Operations (KO) in New Mexico was founded in 1964 as part of the U.S. atmospheric nuclear testing readiness
program. Congress established the "Future Off Continent Program," which directed the Atomic Energy Commission, the
predecessor to the Department of Energy, to maintain the capability to resume atmospheric testing in the event that the
Soviet Union ever resumed testing nuclear weapons above ground.
Today, KO customizes communication, navigation and tracking system technologies and integration for their customer, as
well as total life cycle logistics support for national security specialty vehicles and other equipment. In April, they too will
start moving to a new facility. Fifty-four percent of the employees will make the move from the 63,000 square foot facility,
which rests on more than 18 acres on the NC-135 compound to the Alamo and Craddock facilities. This move will take
approximately four months to complete.
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SUCCESS IN SAFETY
In 2013, FM&T recorded the best safety performance year. Our safety
performance was so impressive, we were recognized by Honeywell
Aerospace with the Aerospace Health, Safety and Environment Award for
a large site. Here is what Michael Owens, Vice President of Aerospace
ISC, had to say about our accomplishments:
“FM&T has had tremendous performance. They are consistent, and
every year even in the middle of the largest move ever undertaken by
the United States government, they still maintain their safety
performance. So all that distraction that happens for those employees
who are moving from one plant to the other…and we're talking about
moving thousands of employees, thousands of machines, brand new
buildings, construction under way, they continue to perform day in and
day out. So thank you to the FM&T organization.”
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STEM
For years employees continue to be part of the Science, Technology,
Engineering and Math (STEM) equation by playing a part in school and
community-based programs. Our program engages and encourages
students to pursue careers in the STEM field. FM&T is proud to take
part in cultivating our community to prepare our workforce to meet the
challenges of the future.
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"NNSA and its predecessors have enjoyed
a unique partnership with Honeywell and its
predecessors for the past 65 years. The
strength of this partnership is a tribute to
the skill and dedication of the workforce
and a strong commitment to the national
security mission,” says Mark Holecek,
Kansas City Field Office Manager. “From
the time the first part rolled off the
assembly line 65 years ago, the strong
federal government/contractor relationship
has surpassed numerous changes and
challenges. I don't know the challenges
that lie ahead, but I look forward to facing
them together.”

Late 2013, the NNSA officially exercised its option to extend our contract until September 30, 2015. While that is some time away, we
are already focused ensuring the long term retention of our contract and laying the foundation for where we drive this business over the
next three to five years.
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MISSION ACCOMPLISHED
– KCRIMS COMPLETE
One hundred-thirty move phases completed over 18 months, 3,000 pieces of capital equipment moved,
one month ahead of schedule and $10 million under budget is a great reason to celebrate. One of the
largest, most complex transformation projects in the U.S. is finally complete. KCRIMS is a shining
example of a successful public/private partnership delivering on its promise to taxpayers to be cost
effective, energy-efficient, and sustainable while fully supporting a critical national security mission.
The timing of the end of move couldn’t have been more perfect as two of our key customers, Lt. Gen.
Frank Klotz, NNSA Administrator and Lt. Gen. James Kowalski, Deputy Commander US STRATCOM,
were in attendance. The two hosted a Town Hall meeting at the end of their tour and were extremely
complimentary of the work happening at the National Security Campus.
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DEDICATION CELEBRATION
“Better than flawless”…is what President Chris Gentile
proudly stated about our transformation in a room packed
with 1,200 people during the National Security Campus
Dedication Celebration. The celebration was a significant
mark in the history of our company as we recognized our
employees who completed this massive undertaking one
month ahead of schedule, and millions of dollars under
budget. And our employees accomplished while
maintaining world class safety, delivery and quality results
throughout the move.
“Presidents, vice presidents and directors don’t transform
businesses, employees transform businesses,” says
Gentile. “You are Honeywell, and great companies are built
on great people.”
Employees, customers, transformation partners, Honeywell
leaders and local government officials and leaders were in
attendance along with the Department of Energy’s
Secretary Ernest Moniz and Honeywell Defense & Space
President Mike Madsen who were the event’s keynote
speakers.
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CORPORATE HERO AWARD
Central Exchange recognized Honeywell FM&T’s efforts to lead
the way for promoting women in Science, Technology,
Engineering, Math and Medicine (STEMM) by awarding the
company its Corporate Hero Award at the annual STEMMY
Awards Gala.
The Central Exchange is a local professional development
organization with nearly 1,000 female and male local members
who are entrepreneurs, professionals, executives and
managers. The organization has more than 400 personal and
professional development and networking opportunities
including the WiSTEMM (Women in STEMM) program to
promote women leading in technical areas.
The Corporate Hero Award recognizes a company who
promotes women in STEMM, actively engage the Kansas City
Metro area STEMM community and provide a high-level of
benefits to women working in STEMM fields.
Honeywell FM&T has a strong focus on diversity, which
includes ensuring female engineers are supported in the
workplace.
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CREATING SPACE-LIKE
ORGANISMS AT THE NSC
When individuals mention the newly created W88 Missile Interface Control Module, or the MICM
fixture, they tend to say, “Isn’t that the part that looks like some kind of alien organism?” Most
agree when observing the part for the first time, it is “freaky looking.”
Topology Optimization is a simulation technology allowing computer generated design based off
known functional and physical requirements. This technology, along with Additive Manufacturing
and the Digital Manufacturing framework, allows the creation of freer flowing, computer
generated designs, which are not possible to manufacture through traditional methods.

Original fixture: Weighs 11.0 lbs

From computer screen to final build, teams watched their fixture evolve; not with human hands,
but with virtual computer simulation into a stiff and lightweight organism-like part in eight days.
The fixtures weight can be reduced by much higher percentages than traditional methods and
met the optimization goals presented to the team.

New fixture: Weighs 2.5 lbs
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